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ABSTRACT

Baroclinic waves give major contributions to the climatology and variability of key climate variables in mid- and high-

latitudes. An important aspect of cyclone variability is the seriality (succession of cyclone occurrence). Serial cyclones are

clustered in time and are associated with large economic losses in Europe. Cyclone variability and seriality are intimately

linked to the low frequency variability. To have a realistic representation of high and mid-latitude regional climate in

general circulation models (GCM), it is of vital importance that the described phenomena are realistically represented. In

the present paper we evaluate the ability of the atmospheric GCM ARPEGE to represent various storm track parameters,

both with respect to climatology and variability. Cyclone tracks are identified for the Northern Hemisphere during

55 extended winters (1950/51–2004/05) using the NCEP reanalyses by means of an objective tracking method. A

corresponding cyclone track data set is derived from a simulation with ARPEGE, forced with observed monthly SSTs

from 1950 to 2004. The comparison of the two data sets shows that ARPEGE reproduces the main features of the

observed cyclone track fields. The mid-latitude corridors of cyclones and cyclone variability are well reproduced. The

model, however, underestimates the mean number of cyclone occurrence and its variance. In the eastern North Atlantic

and Nordic Seas the model simulates 70 and 90% of the observed mean cyclone occurrence and its variance, respectively.

ARPEGE also substantially underestimates the clustering of cyclones in the eastern North Atlantic (jet exit region). In

addition, the model also fails to simulate the relationship between clustering and low-frequency flow patterns at the exit

of the North Atlantic storm track.

1. Introduction

The mid-latitude storm-track plays a key role in determining

the climatology in the extratropics and high latitudes. This is

mainly because baroclinic waves constitute a main agent for

transporting heat, moisture and momentum polewards (Peixoto

and Oort, 1992; Hartmann, 1994). In the North Atlantic region

baroclinic waves are particularly important since we here find

one of the highest occurrences of synoptic lows in the Northern

Hemisphere. Since the Bergen School developed the cyclone

model (Bjerknes, 1910), air-flows associated with extratropical

cyclones have been extensively studied. Our present conceptual

understanding of the cyclone is based on a quasi-Lagrangian

conveyor belt model developed by Harrold (1973), Browning

et al. (1973) and Carlson (1980). In this model we find three
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airstreams in a coordinate system following the surface low.

These airstreams are named the dry intrusion, the cold conveyor-

belt and the warm conveyorbelt (for details see Browning, 1990,

1999; Carlson, 1998). Most of the heat transport (both latent

and sensible) associated with cyclones, takes place in the warm

conveyorbelt (WCB). The WCB originates in the atmospheric

boundary layer in the cyclone’s warm sector and the air parcels

ascend slantwise ahead of the surface cold front all the way into

the upper troposphere. The depth and width are typically 1 km

and a few hundred km, respectively. Massive cloud formation, la-

tent heat release and precipitation are associated with the WCB.

In a comprehensive description of the global WCB climatology

by Eckhardt et al. (2004), it is shown that up to 72% of the win-

ter precipitation in the North Eastern North Atlantic, Northern

Europe and Nordic Seas is tied to the WCB. During winter on

the Northern Hemisphere, Eckhardt et al. (2004) found a close

correspondence between the number of lows and the number of

WCBs. Thus nearly all lows in the North Atlantic are associated

with a WCB during winter.
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Cyclone occurrence and cyclone strength in the North At-

lantic during winter exhibit high variability on scales ranging

from decades to synoptic time scales (Sorteberg et al., 2004).

On interannual and larger scales, the North Atlantic storm track

variability is linked to the large scale circulation, mainly repre-

sented by the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) (Hurrell, 1995)

or Arctic Oscillation AO (Thompson and Wallace, 1998). Dur-

ing winters with high NAO/AO index (stronger westerlies than

normal) we find an intensification, an increased occurrence and a

northward shift of the North Atlantic storm track (Rogers 1997;

Sorteberg et al. 2004). The Eastern part of the storm track is also

directed more cross latitudinally towards the north in the positive

phase. During the negative phase the North Atlantic storm track

shifts southward, is less intense and is directed more zonally.

It should also be mentioned that the correlation between storm

track parameters and the NAO/AO in the North Atlantic changes

with time over the data record 1950–2000 (Raible et al., 2001;

Sorteberg et al., 2004; Luksch et al., 2005).

This linkage between storm track variability and the NAO/AO

index concerns only integrated storm track parameters. Mailier

et al. (2006) (hereafter denoted as M06) analysed individual cy-

clone trajectories during winter in the period 1950–2003. Ap-

plication of a Poisson regression showed that the variation of

monthly cyclone occurrences over northeastern North Atlantic,

the Nordic Seas and Europe is largely accounted for by modes

of climate variability with lower frequency than the synoptic

scale. One should note that several other patterns in addition

to the NAO/AO play a crucial role here. A closer investigation

of the time-behaviour of cyclones shows that there are regions

with more serial clustering of lows than expected due to chance

(overdispersion). M06 also found regions of underdispersion, or

higher regularity of lows than expected due to chance, in addition

to areas with more random behaviour. Implicitly, the seriality is

also accounted for by the lower frequency patterns since the

dispersion statistic is a function of variability. It is relevant to

note that serial storms which cluster in time represent a cyclone

class that can have a devastating effect on European economy

(M06).

In summary the listed work demonstrates the crucial impact of

baroclinic waves on the regional climatology, variability and dis-

tribution of extreme events (and thereby a number of important

impact parameters as well) and their intimate link to the large

scale flow. Under such circumstances a GCM ought to have a re-

alistic representation of the storm track and the lower frequency

patterns in order to obtain as much added value as possible from

a subsequent regional dynamic downscaling.

In this paper, we explore how the ARPEGE GCM (Déqué

et al., 1994) simulates the mid-latitude storm track, with particu-

lar emphasis on Northern Europe, North Eastern North Atlantic

and the Nordic Seas. Northern Hemisphere cyclone tracks during

55 extended winters (1950/51–2004/2005) has been identified

in NCEP reanalyses by means of an objective tracking method

(Hodges, 1995; 1996). Corresponding cyclone track data sets

are identified from a hindcast simulation with ARPEGE, forced

with observed monthly SSTs from 1950 to 2004. The cyclone cli-

matology (mean number of occurrence), variance and seriality,

in particular, at grid point level are inter-compared between the

two data sets. Furthermore, we investigate to what extent system-

atic model errors originate from deficiencies in the climatology

and/or low frequency patterns.

The intercomparison of cyclone statistics between the two

data sets will not be done on the basis of all cyclone trajectories.

The intercomparison will be based on a subset that consists of

cyclone trajectories that have their ending points located north of

their starting points. The reasons for concentrating on northward

moving cyclones are twofold. One is that nearly 80% of the

observed cyclone trajectories move in the northward direction

and it is a well-known fact that most General Circulation Models

(GCM) in general (and ARPEGE in particular) have a storm

track climatology which shows a too zonal North Atlantic storm

track in the exit region (Doblas-Reyes et al., 1998; Lopez et al.,

2000). It is thus of particular scientific interest to describe and

understand differences in characteristics of northward moving

cyclones between observations and GCM data. Secondly, it is

the northward moving cyclones that are associated with the most

intense and largest fraction of the poleward eddy heat transport

(Eckhardt et al., 2004). A deeper understanding of these is thus

of vital importance for assessing climate and climate change in

our region of interest.

The paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2, we present

the data, model and methods. Results from intercomparison of

model- and observationally based cyclone statistics are listed in

Section 3, while a summary and conclusions are presented in

Section 4.

2. Data, model and methods

2.1. Data

In order to compute cyclone tracks, we use 6-hourly reanal-

yses during 55 extended winters, October to March 1950/51–

2004/05, from the National Centers for Environmental Predic-

tion/National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR)

(Kalnay et al., 1996; Kistler et al., 2001). Extended winters

(ONDJFM) are preferred to the more conventional DJF season

in order to include also autumn and spring cyclones.

Zonal and meridional wind components at 850 hPa in the

Northern Hemisphere are used to compute the relative vorticity,

ξ 850, at this level. An advantage with ξ 850 is that this field has lit-

tle influence from the background state and highlights thus small

scale features. Also cyclones can be earlier detected using ξ 850

instead of the sea level pressure. One should note that there is lit-

tle difference between lower tropospheric cyclone track statistics

based on NCEP/NCAR reanalyses and reanalyses from the Eu-

ropean Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)

ERA-15 (Hodges et al., 2003; Raible et al., 2007).
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2.2. Cyclone track algorithm

The ξ 850 field can be very noisy with frontal systems beginning

to be resolved; the processing is therefore performed at a spectral

resolution of T42. The reduction in resolution associated with the

T42 truncation provides some smoothing of the higher frequen-

cies. In addition planetary scales for total wave numbers n ≤ 7

are removed from the field using a filtering method discussed by

Anderson et al. (2003). This spectral cut off does not make any

significant change to the results since the planetary scales are rel-

atively weak in the vorticity fields relative to the anomalies. The

retained fields are searched for local extremes, which are cen-

tres for negative and positive vorticity anomalies. In this study

we have concentrated on positive vorticity anomalies (cyclones),

the feature points associated with low-pressure systems. Local

positive relative vorticity extremes with values greater than 1 ×
10−5 s−1 are identified and these extremes for two consecutive

time steps are linked together using the image processing tech-

nique of Salari and Sethi (1990) that is based on a cost-function

which evaluates track smoothness in terms of changes in direc-

tion and speed (Hodges, 1995, 1996). The technique has been

generalized to the spherical domain (Hodges, 1995), which obvi-

ates the need to use projections, which may introduce systematic

biases (Zolina and Gulev, 2002). Semi-stationary storms (less

than 10◦ total displacement) and short-lived storms (lifetime less

than 2 d) are removed. For further details see also Hodges (1994)

and Hodges (1999).

We here focus our attention on the cyclone track occurrence

itself, but calculation of descriptive statistics is provided by the

use of spherical nonparametric estimators from the ensembles

of feature tracks (Hodges, 1996).

2.3. The ARPEGE GCM

The atmospheric GCM used in this study is version 3 of the

ARPEGE/IFS model used operationally by Météo-France and

developed jointly by Météo-France and ECMWF (Déqué et al.,

1994, 1998; Doblas-Reyes et al., 1998). In the version used here,

we use a radiation scheme by Morcrette (1991), convective wave

drag parametrisation by Bossouet et al. (1998), snow scheme by

Douville et al. (1995) and increase of orographic wave drag by

Lott and Miller (1997). In our experiments we employ semi-

Lagrangian time intergration and a so-called linear truncation

(Hortal 1998) at wave number 63 (T63L) in the horizontal. This

corresponds to a latitude-by-longitude grid of approximately

2.8◦ × 2.8◦. The vertical discretization (Simmons and Burridge,

1981) consists of 31 layers of which 20 are in the troposphere.

In order to explore the representation of cyclone tracks in

ARPEGE, we have generated a simulation where observation-

ally based monthly global sea surface temperature (SST) and sea

ice fields from 1950 to 2004 (Reynolds and Smith, 1994) are em-

ployed as lower boundary condition. The model was integrated

from January 1950 to November 2004. The SST and sea-ice

fields are the only external forcings with a time development.

Other external forcings are either constant (carbondioxide con-

centration is 353 ppm and methane concentration is 1720 ppb)

or exert a climatological repeated annual cycle from present day

climate (i.e. solar-, aerosol- and ozone forcing).

3. Results

3.1. Mean cyclone occurrence

Figure 1a shows the monthly mean counts (n̄) of cyclone tran-

sits past latitudinally oriented transects for the 55 winters. The

transects have a length equivalent to 10◦ at 50◦N and are centred

at each grid point. The South–North (SN) transit counts range

from 0 to 6 month−1 with typical values in the North Pacific and

North Atlantic storm tracks of 2–6 month−1. Regions with val-

ues above 2 month−1 are used to define the storm track region.

In the Pacific we find the SN maximum on the eastern side of the

basin and the Atlantic maximum is found south of Greenland.

The pattern of winter mean number of southward moving (NS)

cyclones (Fig. 1b) is fundamentally different from the SN case.

This pattern is characterised by three maxima with peak values

around 3 month−1. One over central Canada and North America,

a second over northern Siberia and a third over North East China.

A weaker secondary maximum is located over the Mediterranean

Sea. Outside these maximum areas relatively small values are

found.

The distributions of simulated cyclone counts of both SN and

NS travelling cyclones (Figs. 1c and d) are similar to obser-

vations. However, there are systematic errors. The number of

cyclones in the model is generally too low in both major storm

tracks. The Atlantic storm track is also too zonal as it does not

turn to the northeast in the jet exit region. Subsequently, it also

penetrates too far eastward over Europe. These modelling biases

are well known and are discussed by Doblas-Reyes et al. (1998)

in an Eulerian framework. Biases are also evident in the simu-

lation of NS cyclone counts. There are clearly too few south

moving cyclones over northern Russia and northern Canada.

Model errors in both cyclone classes are shown in Figs. 1e

and f.

3.2. Regularity and clustering

Maps of the variance s2 of monthly transit counts are shown in

Figs. 2a and b for the observed and simulated cyclones. In the

North Pacific both the amplitude and position of the variance

seem to be well simulated. In the North Atlantic there is a slight

underestimation of the variance.

By comparing Figs. 1a and c to Figs. 2a and b it is evident that

the variance is similar to the mean in the regions of the major

storm tracks. Areas with higher transit counts generally have

higher variance. As shown in Appendix A, the distributions of

monthly transit counts and their variance would be equal if the
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Fig. 1. Sample mean n̄ of the monthly counts of (a) South–North directed cyclone transits based on NCEP data. The contours start at 1 month−1 with

intervals of 1 month−1. (b) North–South directed cyclone transits based on NCEP data. The contours start at 1 month−1 with intervals of

0.5 month−1. (c) Same as (a), but for data simulated with ARPEGE. (d) Same as (b) but for data simulated with ARPEGE. (e) Difference between

simulated and observationally based sample mean monthly South–North directed cyclone transits (ARPEGE–NCEP). The contour level is

0.5 month−1. (f) Same as (e), but for North–South directed cyclone transits. The contour level is 0.5 month−1. For clarity we use shadings for

contours greater than 2 month−1.
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Fig. 2. Sample variance s2
n of the monthly number of South–North cyclone transits based on (a) NCEP data and (b) as simulated with ARPEGE.

Contouring as in Fig. 1a.

cyclone counts follow a random Poisson process with constant

rate.

To highlight the differences between the mean and the vari-

ance the dispersion statistic ψ̂ is used (eq. A.1). Figure 3a shows

the estimated ψ̂ for the observed SN monthly cyclone counts.

Negative values indicating underdispersion are found at the west-

ernmost part of the two ocean basins. The cyclone counts at the

entrance of the two major storm tracks are therefore more reg-

ular than those expected from a purely random process with a

constant rate. The regularity of the cyclones in these areas is

consistent with the strong permanent baroclinic forcing, for in-

stance measured by the Eady growth rate at 780 hPa, found in

these regions during winter (Hoskins and Valdes, 1990).

Positive values, which indicate overdispersion, are found else-

where with maxima over the east Pacific, east North Atlantic and

Europe. The cyclones therefore cluster together in areas towards

the eastern end of the storm track. As such it qualitatively fol-

lows the results from M06 using WE cyclones rather than SN.

The most notable difference between the two studies is over the

eastern North-Atlantic where higher values are found for WE cy-

clones. Note also that North West Siberia, which belongs to the

exit region of the North Atlantic storm track, has negative values

and underdispersion in the WE case, while we find overdisper-

sion only when considering SN transits.

In order to illustrate the difference between cyclone transits at

the entrance and exit of the Atlantic storm track, the transit times

of cyclones at location A (45◦N, 70◦W), B (50◦N, 5◦W) and C

(65◦N, 25◦W) are shown in Fig. 4a for the winter 1990/1991.

At location A (entrance region) the cyclone transits appear more

regular than at B (exit region).

The dispersion coefficient ψ̂ of the simulated monthly cyclone

transits is shown in Fig. 3b. The overall distribution of simulated

ψ̂ shows similarity to the observed one. Overdispersion (or clus-

tering tendency) is found in the central Pacific and the eastern

North Atlantic, while in the westernmost parts of the two storm

tracks we find underdispersion. The most prominent difference

between the observed and simulated cyclone dispersion statis-

tics are found in the eastern North Atlantic towards Britain and

France (Fig. 3c). The cyclones in the model are considerably less

clustered here than the observed ones. The model also has a large

maximum over South Eastern Greenland that is not found in the

observations. These model biases are illustrated in Fig. 4b where

cyclone transits for the winter 1975/1976 are shown at the same

locations as for the observed ones in Fig. 4a. The cyclone transits

appear rather regular at both locations A (entrance region) and

B (exit region). This season thus illustrates the lack of clustering

in the jet exit region in the model. At location C (65◦N, 25◦W)

the cyclones are very few and clustered during this season.

3.3. Large-scale influence

The influence of low-frequency variability on the stochastic be-

haviour of the synoptic lows is investigated using poisson regres-

sion. Indices of the ten leading teleconnections in the Northern

Hemisphere, calculated by means of rotational principal com-

ponent analysis (RPCA), were chosen as explanatory variables

(representing the low frequency variability). The reader is re-

ferred to appendix B for a detailed description of the Poisson

regression and the ten teleconnection indices.

Since our primary region of interest is the North Atlantic storm

track, we will first focus on the influence of the North Atlantic

Oscillation (NAO), which is represented by the first RPC (RPC1).

The spatial NAO pattern is shown in Figs. 5a and b for the ob-

served and simulated geopotential height at 500 hPa (Z500), re-

spectively. The simulated NAO dipole is seen to be further west

compared with the observed one.

Maximum likelihood estimates of the βk parameters for the

observed NAO are shown in Fig. 6a. The influence of the NAO

is clearly characterized by the dipole over the Atlantic Ocean

as has been well documented in the literature (Hurrell, 1995).
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Fig. 3. (a) Estimated dispersion statistic ψ̂ (in%) of the observed monthly number of South–North directed cyclone transits. Solid/dashed lines

indicate positive/negative values. Contours start at ±10%, contour intervals at 20%. Thick lines represent the boundaries of the region where

n̄ ≥ 2 month−1. (b) As (a), but for cyclones simulated with ARPEGE. (c) Difference between simulated and observationally based dispersion

statistic ψ̂ (in%) (ARPEGE–NCEP). Contour intervals as in (a) and (b). For clarity we use shadings for contours greater than 10%.

Its positive phase is associated with increased monthly cyclone

counts in the Icelandic region and lower counts further south

towards Spain and Portugal. Estimates of the βk parameters for

the simulated NAO are shown in Fig. 6b. The simulated NAO

accounts for monthly cyclone transits in a very similar way to

the NCEP data despite the differences in the spatial pattern.

The influence of the individual lower order teleconnection

patterns in the model are also investigated (not shown). How-

ever, a visual inspection of corresponding NCEP and ARPEGE

teleconnection patterns shows clearly that we do not find the

same degree of correspondence for the lower order patterns as

in the NAO case (not shown). Furthermore, we projected model

anomalies of Z500 on the NCEP teleconnection patterns and ap-

plied the resulting time-series to investigate the influence of these

patterns on the dispersion of the model storm tracks. The spatial

teleconnection patterns would then be identical in the two data

sets. Again, each of the lower order indices produced an influ-

ence pattern that corresponded poorly with its NCEP counterpart

(not shown). We therefore focus on the combined influence of the

ten leading teleconnection patterns. They are simply treated as

a subdimensional space representing most of the low-frequency

variance.

In order to investigate the combined influence of the ten tele-

connection patterns on clustering a residual dispersion diagnos-

tic is calculated. Following M06, one can estimate a dispersion

coefficient that takes into account the variability of μ instead

of assuming a constant μ. This is called residual dispersion and

shows the remaining dispersion once the variability is accounted

for by factors representing seasonality and teleconnection pat-

terns in the Poisson regression. Plots of the estimated residual

dispersion for the observed and simulated cyclone transits are

shown in Figs. 7a and b, respectively. From Fig. 7a it is evident

that the dispersion values are predominantly negative with the

exception of a small area over France. There is no longer overdis-

persion at the exit of the Atlantic and Pacific storm tracks. In other

words, the clustering shown in Figure 3 is largely accounted for
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b)

a)

Fig. 4. (a) Point processes showing the transits of cyclones at the

entrance (location A) and at the exit (locations B and C) of the North

Atlantic storm track from October 1990 to April 1991. The transits are

taken from the NCEP data set. (b) Same as (a), but from October 1975

to April 1976 with transits taken from the ARPEGE simulation. The

specific locations are indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 3a: A (45◦N,

70◦W), B (50◦N, 5◦W) and C (65◦N, 25◦W).

by the low-frequency flow patterns. This is not surprising bear-

ing in mind the close relationship between synoptic variability

and lower frequencies. Several studies have highlighted the im-

portance of the two-way feedback between synoptic variability

and the monthly mean flow (Lau, 1988; Branstator, 1995). This

interaction is well known to be particularly strong in the exit re-

gions of the storm tracks (Hoskins, 1983). The estimated residual

Fig. 5. (a) The spatial pattern of the NAO based on NCEP data and (b) as simulated by ARPEGE. The patterns appear as correlation coefficients (at

each grid point) between the first rotated principal component (RPC1) and monthly geopotential height anomalies at 500 hPa

dispersion in ARPEGE (Fig. 7b) shows that there is consider-

able remaining overdispersion particularly over large parts of

Europe and south eastern Greenland. This suggests that there is

a general model bias in representing the relationship between the

clustering of cyclones and low-frequency flow patterns.

4. Summary and concluding remarks

Cyclone tracks that occurred in the Northern Hemisphere during

55 extended winters (1950/1951–2004/2005) has been identified

by means of an objective tracking method (Hodges, 1995, 1996).

A corresponding cyclone track data set has been derived from

a simulation with the ARPEGE model, forced with observed

monthly SSTs from 1950 to 2004. As we have found that the

spatial structure of the monthly mean number of SN counts is

similar to the corresponding WE distribution and other measures

of cyclone activity (Hoskins and Hodges, 2002; Sorteberg et al.,

2004; Blackmon, 1976), we have investigated SN cyclone tracks

more closely. Such cyclones are most frequent and of largest

importance in the North European region. Virtually all mid/high-

latitude cyclone trajectories have an eastward component. As our

study deals with northward moving cyclones, comparison with

M06 offers the possibility to decompose structures and attribute

them to either of the cyclone classes. In assessing SN cyclone

counts, the most characteristic features based on NCEP data

are: (i) there is positive correlation between mean number of

SN cyclone counts and their monthly variability. (ii) We find

clustering (overdispersion) of SN cyclone transits in the northern

East Atlantic and central Pacific, while there are more regular

transits (underdispersion) in the westernmost parts of the two

ocean basins.

These characteristics are found to a large extent in the simula-

tion with ARPEGE as well. However, one important exception

is that the number of cyclones and its variance are systemati-

cally lower in the model data. In our region of interest, the east-

ern North Atlantic, Europe and Nordic Seas, the winter mean

cyclone counts in the model amounts to 70% of the counts in
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Fig. 6. (a) Estimates of the βk parameters associated with the North Atlantic Oscillation for the South–North moving cyclones based on NCEP data.

(b) Same as (a), but based on data simulated by ARPEGE. Solid/dashed lines indicate positive/negative values. Contours start at ±0.1, contour

intervals of 0.2. Areas where βk ≥ 0.1 are shaded. The estimates are based on NCEP data. For clarity we use shadings for contours greater than 0.1.

Fig. 7. The estimated residual dispersion of the monthly number of cyclone transits. Contouring is the same as in Fig. 3. For clarity we use shadings

for contours greater than 10%.

NCEP for the SN cyclone class. The number for the variance of

monthly counts is on average 90% of its NCEP counterpart. In

addition we also find a simulated overdispersion maximum over

South Eastern Greenland, which not has its counterpart in the

NCEP based data set. This model bias is associated with rela-

tively few cyclones. The most severe model deficiency is the lack

of clustering of SN cyclone counts in the eastern North Atlantic.

The systematic model errors identified here have several im-

plications apart from identifying the causalities that lead to their

existence. A relevant practical problem in a ‘regional climate

change perspective’, is that regional climate models (RCMs)

are forced on the lateral boundaries with GCM fields that have

deficiencies. It is an open question how these deficiencies are

manifested in dynamically downscaled climate data. As the cy-

clone variability and seriality are intimately linked with the lower

frequencies it is not likely that the improved numerical resolu-

tion and more realistic orographic forcing in a RCM completely

remove the imposed errors since such models can not feed back

on the larger scales. On the other hand the effect of added value

from RCMs can be sensitive to the size and position of its do-

main. An improved understanding of these questions is vital in

order to obtain better estimates of uncertainty when estimating

regional climate change with RCMs. This is indeed a challenge

for the modelling communities.
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Appendix A

Stochastic modelling of cyclone transits

The number of cyclone transits through any latitudinally oriented

transect can be considered as a Poisson process. M06 demon-

strated that a dispersion coefficient, ψ̂ , which identifies discrep-

ancies between the winter mean n̄ of monthly totals ni of cyclone

transits and the winter variance s2of the monthly transit counts,

can be used to interpret the time behaviour of the cyclones:

ψ̂ = sn2

n̄
− 1 (A.1)

If,

ψ̂ ≈ 0: This is consistent with a purely random process with

constant rate.

ψ̂ > 0: Indication of overdispersion in the distribution of

monthly transit counts. This case is consistent with a process

that is more clustered in time than a purely random process.

ψ̂ < 0: Indication of underdispersion. This case is consistent

with a process that is more regular than a purely random process

with constant rate.

A method for estimating critical values for this dispersion

statistic can be found in their appendix. These critical values are

sample size dependent. For the observed 330 months of cyclone

counts the null hypothesis of no under/overdispersion can be

rejected at the 5% level for an estimated dispersion coefficient

of approximately ±12.8%. For the simulated 324 months the

corresponding critical value is ±12.9%.

Appendix B

Poisson regression

In the following, it is assumed that the monthly number N of cy-

clone transits through any latitude segment can be considered as

an inhomogeneous one-dimensional Poisson process with time-

varying rate. In this case we have that

N |μ ∼ Poisson(μ).

This equation states that ‘N given μ is Poisson distributed with

mean μ’. Following M06, we employ a logarithmic link function

to relate ln(μ) to a linear combination of explanatory variables

xk .

ln(μ) = β0 +
P∑

k=1

βk xk .

Maximum likelihood estimates of the regression parameters

βkcan be obtained by means of an iterative weighted least squares

algorithm. The xk variables are five binary variables and ten

teleconnection indices that together represent the mean state of

the large scale flow for each month. The five binary variables

are included in order to account for seasonality from October to

March. Note that a sixth indicator variable is redundant since it

is fully determined by the other five.

The indices of the ten leading teleconnections in the North-

ern Hemisphere were calculated based on the same method

as the indices provided by the Climate Prediction Cen-

tre (www.cpc.noaa.gov/data/teledoc/telecontents.shtml). A ro-

tational principal component analysis (RPCA) was applied to

monthly mean standardized 500-mb height anomalies obtained

from the NCEP in the region 20◦N–90◦N between January 1948

and October 2005. The resulting ten indices are by construction

orthogonal and are therefore particularly useful as explanatory

variables in the Poisson regression. The regression coefficients

βk are a measure of how the logarithm of the mean depends on

the predictor variables xk , for example a unit standard deviation

change in the NAO.
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